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Enquiry:
� Castle Pumps received an enquiry from a new customer in the UK that was upgrading their ballast water system 

on board a vessel. Their reason for an upgrade was to meet new regulations “ballast water management 
convention 2017” imposed by the International Maritime Organisation and therefore required new ballast 
pumps. These pumps would be located in an ATEX environment, so not only did the motor of the pump need 
to be ATEX but also the priming pumps motor had to be ATEX too.

Solution:
� Ballast pumps pump fluid (usually seawater) to and from ballast tanks in order to add weight to the ship. 

Ballast pumps reduce the center of gravity on the vessel to enable it to be stable and therefore are crucial for 
the operation of most ships – so reliability is key when selecting a ballast pump.

The pumps supplied are cast bronze, ensuring all wetted parts that come into contact with the seawater 
are non-ferrous and therefore will not corrode. Azcue have over 100 years’ experience with pumps and are 
known globally as a top marine brand, as all pumps produced by Azcue are marine approved.

Major components such as bearings, mechanical seals and motors are available from world renowned 
companies, with service available locally from OEM’s or through the network of over 90 Azcue Agents, so you 
are never too far away from the part you need to get the pump back up and running.

Each pump is subject to 100% testing regime, and as Azcue have their own foundry they are in full control 
of quality.

Equipment Supplied:

2 x Azcue VM vertical in-line self-priming pumps, complete with Atex motor

Type: VM-EP-200/34
Application: Ballast pump
Installation: Vertical in-line
Pump Body: Bronze
Impeller: Bronze
Voltage: 440V
Motor: ATEX rating: Ex(d) IIB T4 Motor
EP: Electronic priming pumps motor is also ATEX to rating Ex(d) IIB T4
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